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Patient story for June 11 Board
Taxi drive-through vaccination clinic
A taxi drive-through vaccination service took place on Wednesday, May 26.
It was a collaboration between NHS Bolton Clinical Commissioning Group, Bolton
GP Federation and Bolton Council’s licensing department, with input from the Bolton
Private Hire Association.
Volunteers from the St John Ambulance were on hand to administer the vaccines on
the day.
The drive-through session (using Pfizer) was open to all Bolton Licensed Private Hire
and Hackney Carriage drivers, and targeted communications in the form of an email
invitation and poster graphic for Whatsapp was shared with all drivers licensed with
the council.
The aim was to encourage drivers – who were working across all parts of the
borough including the areas where the Variant of Concern was prevalent – to go
along and get their vaccination without an appointment.
Based on local intelligence, the day was split into two sessions in order to cover
drivers who might have been working an early shift or a late shift (10am – 2pm and
6pm – 9pm).
Drivers could go along before, during or after their shift; drive in, have their jab and
wait 15 minutes before driving off again. The whole process took less than 30
minutes
Over the two sessions around 70 drivers received their first dose of the Pfizer
vaccination which everyone was pleased with. In addition, more than 100 Covid
support packs were handed out to those getting their vaccination and to some who
had already been vaccinated but still wanted a pack.
The packs included: reusable face coverings for the driver; disposable face
coverings for their passengers; window stickers (advising the use of face coverings);
LFD test kits; a self-isolation booklet and other information leaflets.
First in the queue at 10am was 33-year-old Abdullah Ahmed, a private hire driver.
He said: “I got a message from the council to come along. It’s important that
everyone should take the vaccine in order to save lives.
“We all need to protect ourselves and our families. As a driver, I don’t know who is
getting into my car – whether they have Covid or not – but my job makes it difficult to
make an appointment.
“But I’ve come down, driven onto the site and straight away I can have my vaccine.
It’s quick and easy.”

Another driver said she wasn’t keen on having the Astra Zeneca vaccine and was
waiting until Pfizer became available. She had been contacted by her GP the day
before to go to the surgery with 10 minutes’ notice but as she was on a driving job in
a neighbouring borough, she was unable to get there in time.
She added: “If I hadn’t received the invitation to come today, I would not have had
my vaccination for several more weeks. I think this is ace! Appointment times are so
difficult for taxi drivers if we are working out of the area.”
The team will return to the site to carry out second doses in eight weeks’ time
Ends

